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**WEBEDB-173 - Summary Page color of Data**

On the Summary page New Data is shown in a bright color but old date is the same color as the field labels, making it a little challenging to distinguish from the rest of the text on the page. Possibly make old data text a a different color.

**WEBEDB-172 - Summary Page**

On the summary page you can click the edit tab for a particular segment and it goes to that segment but from the segment you cannot return to the Summary page afterwards. You can click on the Summary link but it would be nice to a way to go...

**WEBEDB-170 - Inability to enforce format on locally added fields**

Unable to enforce formatting or provide "hint" on locally added fields.

**WEBEDB-156 - Unable to enforce mandatory entry for locally added fields**

We are unable to enforce mandatory entry for a locally enforced fields. Mandatory entry is necessary for the mail code as it determines routing of the employee pay information as is a mandatory field in PPS for UCSD.

**WEBEDB-160 - Order preference of locally added fields**

We are unable to define or designate the order in which locally added fields are sequenced when they are added. This is very important when two fields must be entered right after another.

**WEBEDB-159 - Rehire - address change issue**

On the rehire of an employee with a US address. I clicked on foreign address and then back to US address. When I returned to the US address the state and zip data did not display. I don't think it deleted the information because it displayed in... -

**WEBEDB-163 - Rehire still requires removing last day on pay**

When employee rehired via the EDB Update the user cannot remove the last day on pay as part of the action. Cannot access a screen online as part of Change to remove date after Rehire completed--user must login to CICS to remove the last day on...
WEBEDB-164 - Losing icons on Appointment and Distribution page

When I navigate away from the appointment and distribution page and then come back to it, I lose my icons in the "I want to..." section for edit, delete, copy and dist. I still have the words and the links but no icons. (this was in New...

WEBEDB-91 - Only a new License/Certificate data on Summary _Education screen

1. Employee ID: 333333002
2. Changed License/Certificate data on Education screen, save and submit.
3. Look at the Summary screen - new License/Certificate data are not highlighted and there is no difference between old and new data for...

WEBEDB-108 - Losing icons on Appointment and Distribution page

When I navigate away from the appointment and distribution page and then come back to it, I lose my icons in the "I want to..." section for edit, delete, copy and dist. I still have the words and the links but no icons. (this was in New...